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Time estimation and attentional perspective

MARILYN BOLTZ
Haverford College, Haverford, Pennsylvania

The purpose of the present experiment was to investigate whether the filled interval effect is
influenced by different attentional perspectives ofthe same event. Musically sophisticated listeners
were asked to compare the duration of paired melodies that varied both in lower order contour
changes and the relative timing of higher order phrase periodicities. Results indicated that a
given pair of melodies could produce over- or underestimations, depending on which hierarchical
level of structure was selectively tracked. These findings are discussed in terms of a framework
that links event coherence and dynamic attending modes to time-estimation activities.

The study of time estimation has a long and diverse his
tory within the psychological literature, ranging from
studies addressing psychophysical problems (e.g. , Weber's
Law) to those assessing the relative impact of task de
mands, constitutional variables (e.g., age, mood, arousal,
drugs), and temporal perspective (see Allan, 1979; Block,
1979; and Fraisse, 1984, for excellent reviews). However,
one of the more puzzling phenomena that has confronted
researchers in recent years is the filled interval effect.
Within the context of a comparative judgment task, two
equivalent intervals of time are not always judged to have
the same duration. Instead, one might seem longer or
shorter than another, depending on the nature of items
filling these intervals. For example, the variables of stimu
lus familiarity (Avant & Lyman, 1975; Thomas & Weaver,
1975), task difficulty (Burnside, 1971; Hicks, Miller,
Gaes, & Bierman, 1977), and the number and arrange
ment of stimulus items (Adams, 1977; Buffardi, 1971;
Ornstein, 1969) have all been reported to influence com
parative duration estimates. The intent here is to extend
this previous literature by investigating whether selective
attending toward different aspects of an event's structure
yields different time estimates of the same event.'

Some Models of Time Estimation
Over the past 30 years, several different theoretical per

spectives have been developed to explain the filled inter
val effect. Many of these models adhere to the common
assumption that experienced duration lengthens with an
increased amount of information-processing activity. The
variable of stimulus complexity is therefore assumed to
be critically important since a more complex interval will
require more cognitive processing than a less complex
one and thus seem longer in relative duration. Although
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all models share this underlying assumption, individual
models differ in their particular definition of complexity
and the presumed referent for duration judgments. Some
researchers have suggested that time estimates depend on
the number of chunks stored in memory (Frankenhauser,
1959; Ornstein, 1969), whereas others have proposed that
it depends on the amount of selective attention expended
during a given time interval (Thomas & Weaver, 1975;
Underwood & Swain, 1973). Still a third approach claims
that judged duration is mediated by the number ofchanges
within a particular interval (Block, 1979, 1985, 1989)
changes that can arise from either environmental sources
(e.g., task activities, stimulus structure, experimental con
text) or organismic sources (e.g., cognitive processing ac
tivities, emotional context).

Although these models have been useful for guiding a
substantial amount of research, the research itself is often
characterized by divergent and conflicting results (see,
e.g., Avant & Lyman, 1975, vs, Devane, 1974; Ornstein,
1969, vs. Poynter, 1983). An interval defmed as more
complex is sometimes judged longer, but on other occa
sions shorter, than a less complex interval. In part, this
may be due to vague and imprecise definitions of com
plexity in which it is not always clear which structural
characteristics of an event serve as chunk boundaries, cog
nitive change points, or drains of attentional resources.
A musical composition, for example, displays an inter
woven arrangement of pitch change, melodic phrasing,
timbre, and relative timing, yet it is not clear which of
these structural features are important for duration
judgments.

Jones and Boltz (1989) have recently proposed an al
ternative model in which they suggest that some problems
may be resolved by acknowledging the full range of events
encountered in the natural environment. Natural events
differ in the coherence of their internal structure, which
may encourage different modes of attending that ultimately
influence time-estimation strategies. Some of these strate
gies involve preparatory attending and the generation of
structurally based expectancies, while others involve con
structs that have been offered by previous models-namely,
memorial chunks, cognitive change, or attentional effort.
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Dynamic Attending and Time Estimation
Many events within the natural environment can be con

sidered to be highly coherent in that they transpire over
time spans marked by nonarbitrary beginnings and ends.
Within these time spans, information tends to display a
high degree of predictability with multiple levels of struc
ture interrelated through a hierarchical scheme. Such
structural arrangements are commonly' found within
speech utterances and conversations (see, e.g., Grosjean,
Grosjean, & Lane, 1979; Jaffe & Feldstein, 1970; Mar
tin, 1972), locomotion patterns (see, e.g., Carlsoo, 1972;
Pierson, 1976; Winter, 1983), and musical compositions
(see, e.g., Boltz & Jones, 1986; Clarke, 1988; Deutsch
& Ferae, 1981; Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Monahan
& Carterette, 1985; Narmour, 1977), as well as narra
tive discourse (see, e.g., Mandler & Johnson, 1977;
Rumelhart, 1977; Thorndyke, 1977), routine behavioral
schemes (see, e.g., Bower, Black, & Turner, 1979;
Schank, 1982), and action sequences (see, e.g., Newt
son, 1973, 1976; Newtson, Hairfield, Bloomingdale, &
Cutino, 1987). For example, consider the simple folk tune
depicted in Figure I. This tune nonarbitrarily begins and
resolves on the tonic note (G) drawn from the melody's
underlying tonality scheme of the G major diatonic scale.
Within this total time span, sequences of notes are nested
within melodic phrases marked by intervals bearing spe
cial harmonic relationships to the tonic. These tonal in
tervals constitute members of the tonic triad chord (tonic
= G, dominant = D, mediant = B) and function as har
monic accents (denoted as h) by marking points of reso
lution within the melody (Berry, 1976; Cone, 1968;
Kramer, 1982; Meyer, 1956; Piston, 1978; Todd, 1985).
Finally, pairs of melodic phrases are nested within higher
level phrases of a longer time span (here, 16 beats), and
an overall hierarchical arrangement of melodic structure
results. 2

Another feature of coherent events is that the temporal
structure of information within an event's total time span
typically coincides with the arrangement of nontemporal
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structure. Within music, temporal structure arises from
the joint interplay of meter and rhythm. Meter refers to
the referent beat of a melody and the number of beats
within successive measures. The melody in Figure I, for
example, is based on a 4/4 meter in which a quarter note
( ~ ) acts as the referent beat and there are 4 beats per mea
sure. Rhythm, on the other hand, refers to the pattern of
durational changes within a melody. These changes are
often characterized in terms of a hierarchical tree struc
ture in which notes longer (e.g., J) or shorter (e.g., 1')
than the referent beat form nested groupings within the
underlying metrical framework (Longuet-Higgins, 1976,
1978). Rhythm is considered to be psychologically im
portant in that pauses and prolonged tonal durations (e.g.,
the half note, J ,in Figure 1) create temporal accents (t)
that "stand out" and capture a listener's attention. In
much Western music, temporal accents regularly recur
in time and coincide with melodic phrase endings to yield
a common hierarchy of temporal/melodic structure (Boltz
& Jones, 1986; Clarke, 1982, 1988; Gabrielsson, 1988;
Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Monahan & Carterette,
1985; Sundberg, 1988; Yeston, 1976). A similar struc
tural arrangement is found in other natural events. Speech,
for example, displays prolonged pauses that reinforce the
grammatical phrase structure of an utterance (Butterworth,
1975; Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Grosjean et al., 1979) as
well as stressed intonations that coincide with high-eontent
words (Martin, 1972, 1975; Shields, McHugh, & Mar
tin, 1974). Similarly, the boundaries of constituent ac
tion units are often marked by reductions in amplitude
and overall rate of movement (Stetson, 1905; Todd,
1985). One consequence of joint accent structures is that
the event's organization is attentionally highlighted so that
it outlines the interrelationships among individual but
nonadjacent items. Others have suggested that rhythm also
affords a more dynamic function of guiding attending ac
tivities over time (Jones, 1976, 1981a, 1981b, 1987; Jones
& Boltz, 1989; Meyer, 1956; Narmour, 1977). Since tem
poral accents coincide with nontemporal ones, and since
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Figure 1. Example of a musical composition (excerpt from Wfhere's Music in the Air," by G. Root) displaying a hierarchical arrange
ment of melodic/temporal structure (acJapted from The International Library of Music: Album of the World's Best Home Songs [po 124],
by The Editorial Board of The University Society, New York: The University Society, Inc., 1964). This melody displays tonal resolution
(Kramer, 1982;Meyer, 1956; PIston, 1975) in that it nonarbitrarily begins and ends on the tonic note, G. Within this total time span,
sequences of notes are nested within melodic phrases marked by tonic triad members (here the tonic, G, and the mediant, B). These
harmonic accent points (h) are attentionaUy highlighted by temporal accents (t); both regularly recur in time to outline higher order
phrase relationships.
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both recur with a predictable periodicity, a perceiver is
therefore able to extrapolate the event's preceding con
text and generate expectancies about the "what" and
"when" of future accents. This type of attending is
primarily targeted toward higher order periodicities, and,
given its anticipatory nature, it allows an organism to ini
tiate preparatory responses.

In the model offered by Jones and Boltz (1989), it is
suggested that the structural coherence displayed in music
and other natural events allows a perceiver to regard a
given event from different attentional perspectives. This
in tum is assumed to influence time-estimation activities.
When attending to an unfolding event, most perceivers
will be captured by the pattern of temporal accents and
the corresponding nontemporal information that is high
lighted. Attending will therefore be directed toward higher
order phrase periodicities and will generate expectancies
about phrase ending points. In such situations, time esti
mation is assumed to be determined by the confirmation
or violation of expectancies. With respect to the filled in
terval effect, if two events have equivalent total durations
and both end "when" expected, people will correctly
judge them to be the "same. " However, if one event vio
lates an expectancy by seeming to end later than antici
pated, it will be incorrectly judged longer. Similarly,
events appearing to end "too early" in time will be judged
relatively short. In sum, when listeners are relying on an
anticipatory mode of attending, duration estimates will
depend on a temporal contrast that arises from a temporal
disparity between an event's actual and expected ending.

Although coherent events often encourage anticipatory
attending over higher order structural relationships, they
can also afford a very different attentional perspective.
Depending on an individual's familiarity with an event
or the goals of perceiving, attending may be shifted down
ward toward the level of adjacent items within an event's
time span. For example, during the course of a conver
sation, a listener may become enamored of the particular
dialect of a speaker and focus attending on the enuncia
tion of successive phonemes and words. Or when listen
ing to a musical composition, a music critic or piano
teacher might focus on the precision with which individual
notes are played. Information within these lower levels
of hierarchical structure often displays a high degree of
predictability that supports the generation of expectancies.
Narrnour (1989), for example, has outlined numerous ways
in which lower order expectancies are generated from
musical structure. In other cases, however, structural
predictability is less apparent, and perceivers are unable
to reliably anticipate the event's future course. Hence,
people will be more attuned to changes among adjacent
notes (e.g., changes in pitch direction, tonal duration, or
timbre) and local groupings of notes based on a common
structural attribute. When inferring duration estimates,
people may then simply count and compare the total num
ber of changes or tonal groups within melodies, thus rely
ing on the strategies proposed within Block's (1979, 1985,

1989) contextual change and Ornstein's (1969) storage
size hypotheses. Time estimates will be more variable here
because different subjects may attend to different lower
order relations, but within subjects, experienced duration
is predicted to increase with more changes or chunks.

A similar process is also assumed to mediate time judg
ments of less coherent events. Many natural events do dis
play less internal predictability and nested levels of inter
related structure are often lacking (see Jones & Boltz,
1989, for a more detailed analysis). This is most evident
in the productions of unskilled performers. Consider, for
example, the "music" of a novice pianist in which pauses
and prolonged tonal durations (i.e., temporal accents)
often fail to coincide with important melodic information
(i.e., h accents). The toddling walk ofa young child and
the speech of a foreigner learning a new language demon
strate a similar lack of coherence, as does the overall chat
ter of a lively cocktail party or the bustle of a crowded
street. These sorts of events necessarily enforce attend
ing toward lower order information because higher level
periodicities arising from the joint relationship of non
temporal and temporal information are missing. When
asked to make time judgments of such events, people again
will rely on the number of changes or local groupings to
infer experienced duration.

To summarize, the model offered by Jones and Boltz
(1989) provides a more inclusive framework for the in
vestigation of time-estimation activities. By acknowledg
ing the full range of events within the natural environ
ment, an analysis of event structure can predict what
attentional perspective may be adopted by an individual
to determine time-estimation strategies. Highly coherent
events afford anticipatory attending over higher level
periodicities within the structural hierarchy. Given their
lawful internal organization, however, such events also
allow an individual to flexibly shift attending from higher
level periodicities to lower level information encompass
ing "details" of the event's structure. Structural relations
at this level mayor may not support the generation of ex
pectancies. Conversely, the lack of higher order struc
tural predictability within less coherent events confines
attending to lower level periodicities and does not allow
for shifts in attentional activities. Time judgments result
ing from anticipatory modes of attending rely on the
confirmation/violation ofexpectancies; those arising from
an attentional focus on incoherent relations reflect count
ing strategies.

Empirical support for this view comes from a set of
studies by both Boltz (1985) and Jones and Boltz (1989).
In these experiments, subjects were asked to compare the
relative duration of paired folk tunes that varied in the
placement of temporal accents. These melodies were
designed to promote anticipatory attending in that temporal
accents always coincided with melodic phrases (h accents),
and, at least initially, these coupled accents recurred after
an invariant number of beats. However, in some versions
of the melodies, the metrical timing of the final accent



phrases was varied such that the last note occurred "too
early" or "too late" in time relative to preceding phrase
periodicities. The results indicated that relative durations
were under- and overestimated, respectively, even though
all melodies were equivalent in total duration and num
ber of beats. Boltz (1989) has also examined the effects
of expectancies involving the very last note of a musical
composition. When subjects are asked to compare the du
rations of tunes varying in tonal resolution, melodies end
ing on the leading tone interval are judged shorter than
those ending on the conventional tonic. Since the leading
tone interval leaves a listener "hanging" before the ex
pected return to the tonic, such endings seem too early
in time and thus yield underestimations.

While this research supports the idea that anticipatory
attending can lead to temporal contrast and systematic bi
ases in judged duration, time-estimation strategies based
on incoherent structural relations have been addressed less
directly. The evidence that Jones and Boltz (1989) used
to support this claim was drawn from previous research
relying on relatively incoherent events, such as lists of
nonsense or unrelated words (Block, 1974; Poynter, 1983;
Thomas & Weaver, 1975), auditory clicks (Adams,
1977), abstract drawings (Ornstein, 1969), or sequences
of lights (Poynter & Homa, 1983). These studies,
however, were not explicitly designed to assess the ef
fects of differential attending modes, and more direct tests
are therefore needed.

Manipulations of Attentional Perspective
The present experiment was designed to investigate

whether different attentional perspectives of the same
event may result in different estimates of relative duration.
Subjects were asked to compare the duration of paired
melodies that displayed structural predictability at higher
level phrase periodicities and thus supported the genera
tion of listeners' expectancies. At lower level periodici
ties, however, local changes in pitch direction occurred
irregularly in time to yield a relative lack of predictabil
ity at this level. By forcing listeners to attentionally track
either higher or lower order information, the relative im
pact of differential attending modes could be assessed.

The simultaneous manipulation of both higher and lower
order information demands a rigorous experimental con
trol of melodic structure, and to this end, all melodies
within this study were generated from the next rule within
the dihedral symmetry group D7 (see Boltz & Jones, 1986,
for a more detailed discussionj.? As can be seen in
Figure 2, all melodies were based on the C major dia
tonic scale and contained 36 notes arranged into 12 sets
of three tone groups. Notice that the tones within a group
are separated by either adjacent scale steps or semitones
(N' to N2), and that notes between groups are separated
by a significant pitch skip (N2to N9). To establish higher
order phrase markings that were perceptually salient and
could be quickly detected in an ongoing monitoring task,
tonal mistakes were introduced at the end of certain tonal
groupings." These mistakes consisted of notes outside the
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C major scale (e.g., AN, DN, F#) and were selected so
that no key other than C major was implied by the
melody's sequence of pitch intervals.

Temporal contrast was manipulated by varying the rela
tive placement of mistakes within a melody. Previous
manipulations of this variable (Boltz, 1985, 1989; Jones
& Boltz, 1989) were achieved by imposing a given meter
on the first half of a melody and then changing the meter
in the second half so that a fewer or greater number of
beats occurred between final phrase periodicities. This,
however, resulted in a confound of tempo in which a fewer
number of beats was always correlated with a relatively
faster ending, and a greater number of beats was cor
related with a relatively slower ending. Hence, to avoid
this type of confound in the present experiment, overall
meter, rhythm, and tempo were held constant both within
and between all melodies. Temporal contrast was then
manipulated by varying the number of tonal groups be
tween tonal mistakes. Specifically, the standard melody
of all pairs always contained tonal mistakes that recurred
after an invariant periodicity. For example, notice that
the melody depicted in Figure 2A displays tonal mistakes
after every third tonal grouping. In this type of melody,
the listener is allowed to generate expectancies about when
future mistakes should occur, and these expectancies are
always confirmed. Comparison melodies, however, were
designed to sometimes violate listener expectancies. For
example, consider the melody labeled 3324 in Figure 2B.
This tune contains tonal mistakes that initially recur with
an invariant periodicity (i.e., after every third tonal
group), but the placement of mistakes in the latter half
of the melody violates this predictability by occurring af
ter the second and fourth grouping, respectively. Given
the melody's preceding context, a listener should expect
the last mistake to occur after either the third or the sec
ond tonal grouping. But since the final mistake actually
occurs at the end of the fourth grouping, the melody ends
later than expected and results in positive temporal con
trast. S It should therefore seem "long" in relative dura
tion. The melody shown in Figure 2C should yield an even
greater magnitude of positive temporal contrast, since the
final mistake here occurs significantly later than would
be expected on the basis of the preceding phrase period
icities (i.e., after five tonal groupings).

Other comparison melodies were designed to create
conditions of negative temporal contrast. The melody la
beled 3342 in Figure 2D, for example, should lead a
listener to expect the upcoming final mistake to occur af
ter three or four additional tonal groups. However, since
it actually occurs after only two additional groups, the
melody ends earlier than would be expected, and it should
seem "short" in relative duration. Again, the tune shown
in Figure 2E should show a greater magnitude of this ef
fect, since the end is significantly earlier than the preced
ing periodicities would suggest. Last, a final set of com
parison melodies displayed "null contrast" in that tonal
mistakes always recurred after an invariant periodicity.
Since expectancies about the relative placement of mis-
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A. 3333 Phrase Periodicities (Five Contour Changes)

~I Ij Jl J I J ~ r I A A,3 I J JI r I r ~ F' Ir ~ fJ I J JIJ IJ Ji J. I J on ,A Ir ~ r Ir j\ J I J JI fl. II
Ct 04 Et -rA4 M cs jF4 E4 Olt jGt A4 M JES 1'5 GS JCS M Alt r Gt F4 E4 j83 A3 G3 jE4 Ft F.t4 JCS os ES jM At Gt jEt 04 C.t4

N+' N-? N+' N+' N-? N" N-' N+' NO< N~ N-'

B. 3324 Phrase Periodicities (Seven Contour Changes)

~ Ij JI J IJ ~ r I A J ,3. Ir p r I J JI J Ij Jl fJ. I J JIJ I 3 J fl. I A J J. Ir ~ r Ir ; J I J JIP II
C4 04 Et jM M cs jF4 E4 014 jM C5 os jGt F4 E4 jC4 BJ Al3 t Et F4 Gt j04 C4 A.t3 jF4 Gt M rCS os ES jM A4 G4 jE4 04 C.t4

N+' N-? N+' N-? N'" N+" N-' N+? N+' N-' N-'

C. 3315 Phrase Periodicities (Three Contour Changes)

~i Ij Jd IJ ~ r I r ~ 'F' IF gFir ~ r Ir ~ ,J I J J ,3. Ir p f" I r f t I r p F' Ir Jq I J on fl II
C4 04 E4 jA4 M cs JES 1'5 F.t5 JAS 85 cs fS 1'5 ES JCS M Al4 t F4 E4 0#4 j84 CS os JGS AS 85 jF5 ES os jM A4 G4 jE4 04 CI4

N+' N+' N+' N" N'" N-' N°' N" N-6 N-' N-'

D. 3342 Phrase Periodicities (Nine Contour Changes)

~I Ij 3d. IJ Ji J. I J JI ,A IJ ~ F' I J Ji J. Ir p 'F' I r JI J I J 31j. I A l J I J J p. I J Jd I J JI fl. II
C4 04 E4 JBJ A3 G3 jE4 F4 FI4 jA4 84 cs jGt F4 E4 jM cs C.t5 t M A4 G4 jE4 04 C4 jF4 G4 A4 j04 C4 Al3
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E. 3351 Phrase Periodicities (Seven Contour Changes)

~I Ij Jl J IJ ~ F I J 1 ,3. Ir pr I J Jl J IJ Jlfl. I J J J I J JlJ. I J on J IF ~ r Ir )I.J I J on p. II
C4 04 E4 jA4 M cs j F4 E4 O.t4 j84 cs os jGt F4 E4 {4 BJ Al3 j F4 Gt A4 TE4 04 Ct j lit Ft Gt JCS os ES jM A4 G.t4 j E4 04 CIt

N+' N-? N+' N-? N°' N+? N~ N°' N+' N-' N-4

Figure 2. An exemplar set of the melodies that were used as experimental stimuli. These melodies, constructed from the set of nut
rules, dilTer in both the number of lower order contour changes and the timing of higher order phrases. The melody depicted in panel A
displays tonal mistakes (coupled with temporal accents, ~.) that regularly recur after every third tonal grouping. The temporal predict
ability of these atonal notes allows listeners to generate expectancies about whenfuture mistakes will occur, which here are reliably con
fmned. The melodies within panels B and C illustrate the concept of positive temporal contrast, in that the timing of mistakes in the
third and fourth periods has been manipulated so that the last mistake occurs later than expected. Similarly, the timing of atonal notes
within panels D and E creates negative temporal contrast because the last mistake occurs earlier than is suggested by the preceding phrase
periodicities. Melodies within panels C and E show a greater magnitude of temporal contrast than those within panels B and D.

takes are always confirmed, these pairs of tunes should
be correctly judged as equivalent in total duration.

These predictions of temporal contrast were assessed
in the present study by asking a group of subjects to at
tentionaIly track, via buttonpresses, the occurrence of all
tonal mistakes in both the standard and the comparison
melodies of a pair. This mode of anticipatory attending
should yield systematic over- and underestimations as a
function of positive and negative temporal contrast, respec
tively, and thus converge with other manipulationsofstruc
turally based expectancies (Boltz, 1985, 1989; Jones &
Boltz, 1989).

A second manipulation of higher order phrase struc
ture was designed to contrast certain theoretical predic
tions of time-estimation activities. In the models that rely
on constructs of cognitive change (Block, 1979, 1985,
1989) and memorial chunks (Ornstein, 1969), it is as
sumed that a greater number of changes (or chunks) will
result in longer estimates of relative duration, regardless

of where these changes occur or how they are arranged
in time. In the model proposed by Jones and Boltz (1989),
however, it is assumed that the number ofchange points/
chunks is important only in cases of low structural co
herence in which such changes occur unpredictably in
time. When attending is directed toward predictably recur
rent periodicities, the confirmation/violation of expectan
cies is the more critical determinant ofduration judgments.
These two positions were contrasted here through present
ing subjects with standard and comparison melodies that
could vary in their respective numbers of higher order
phrases. This manipulation is shown in the upper portion
of Table 1 which depicts all pairings of higher order
phrase periodicities used in the present experiment. No
tice that for each condition of temporal contrast, standard
and comparison melodies within the first two pairings both
contain four tonal mistakes (which can act as either change
points or chunk boundaries). In the latter two pairings,
however, standards and comparisons differ in their relative
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Positive Contrast Negative Contrast Null Contrast

Note-Numbers within the temporal contrastconditions indicate the num
ber of tonal groups within phrases marked by tonal mistakes.

Pairings Based on the Number of Lower Order Contour Changes

Positive Difference Negative Difference Null Difference

Table 1
The Pairing of Standard and Comparison Melodies That Give
Rise to Conditions of Higher Order Temporal Contrast and

Differences in the Number of Lower Order Contour Changes

Pairings of Higher Order Phrase Periodicities

Melodic Phrase Structure
A higher order phrase structure was created for each melody by

inserting tonal mistakes at the end of certain tonal groupings. These
tonal mistakes, which consisted of chromatic notes outside the
C major diatonic scale (e.g., F#, D#, AI), were carefully selected
so that no key other than C major was suggested. In three pattern
sequences, the tonal mistakes were predictably arranged and they
regularly recurred at the end of every second, third, or fourth tonal
group (i.e., 222222; 3333; 444). In the remaining sequences, the
tonal mistakes were placed at more irregular intervals to yield con
ditions of temporal contrast. Here, the tonal mistakesinitially recurred
with an invariant periodicity (i.e., after every third tonal group),

Stimulus Materials
A total of 28 musical patterns were constructed, each containing

36 notes primarily drawn from the C major diatonic scale. These
patterns, which were generated from the next rule within the di
hedral symmetry group D

"
consisted of 12 sets of 3-tone groups.

As can be seen in Figure 2, notes within a tonal group were related
by the N' or N' rule (in semitone units; see note 3), and notes be
tween groups were separated by a pitch skip that could range from
two to nine semitones (i.e., N' to N"). To establish the C major
scale as the underlying tonality scheme, each melody opened with
the major triad chord (i.e., C. E. G.), followed by the three-tone
argument of C. D. E. (the subscripts indicate the octave). Across
all melodies, there was an attempt to equate octave range as well
as the relative size distribution of all pitch skips. As described be
low, these 28 melodies varied in melodic phrase structure and con
tour arrangement.

counting strategies and thereby base their judgments on
the relative number of contour changes. This prediction
is consistent with both Ornstein's (1969) storage-size and
Block's (1979, 1985, 1989)contextual change hypotheses.

In sum, this experiment was designed for the purpose
of examining whether a given event would be over- or
underestimated in relative duration, depending on the level
of structure to which a perceiver was attentionallyattuned.
A comparison melody may seem relatively longer than
its standard if one is attending to higher level periodici
ties, but on other occasions, it will seem relatively shorter
if one is attuned to lower order information involving con
tour change points. To evaluate these various predictions,
the following experiment was conducted.

Design and Subjects
The design was a 3 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 mixed factorial. Sub

jects received a series of paired melodies in which the standard and
comparison could differ in temporal contrast of structurally based
expectancies (positive, negative, null); magnitude of temporal con
trast (high, low); number of melodic phrases (same, different); and
magnitude of contrast in the relative number of contour changes
(high, low, zero). Attending mode (trackers of higher order phrase
periodicities or lower order contour changes) and counterbalance
order (I, II) were the two between-subjects factors.

Thirty-two subjects from an introductory psychology course at
Haverford College participated in the experiment in return for course
credit. Each had had at least 4 years of musical experience within
the past 6 years and was currently playing a musical instrument.
Eight subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four between
subjects conditions.

METHOD

3-3
5-5
7-7
9-9

3333-3333
3333-3333
444-3333

222222-3333

9-5
7-3
5-3
9-7

3333-3342
3333-3351
444-3342
444-3351

5-9
3-7
3-5
7-9

3333-3324
3333-3315

222222-3324
222222-3315

number of tonal mistakes. 6 In the pairing of 222222-444,
for example, the standard contains atonal notes after every
second tonal grouping to yield a total of six mistakes,
whereas the comparison melody contains only three mis
takes, each one occuring after every fourth tonal group.
This manipulation allowed subjects to rely on one of two
strategies. If subjects use the arrangement of tonal mis
takes to generate expectancies about event endings, as pre
dicted by Jones and Boltz (1989), then the relative num
ber of tonal mistakes should have no impact within a given
condition of temporal contrast. On the other hand, if sub
jects do infer experienced duration from the relative num
ber of changes/chunks within paired melodies, then sys
tematic differences as a function of this variable should
emerge. This finding would support models in which it
is claimed that judged duration depends on the amount
of processing activity.

A final manipulation was designed to assess time
estimation strategies when subjects were attending to lower
level information within paired melodies. As can be seen
in Figure 2, all melodies displayed contour changes (shifts
from a rise in pitch to a fall in pitch, or vice versa) at
the end of certain tonal groupings, and these changes oc
curred irregularly in time to yield an overall contour that
was asymmetrical in shape. Melodies varied in relative
number of contour changes (i.e., three, five, seven, or
nine changes), and for each of the 12 pairs differing in
temporal contrast, six different versions were presented.
In two of these, the standard and comparison shared the
same number of contour changes. However, in the re
maining four versions, the comparison contained relatively
more changes than the standard did (two or four more
changes), or relatively fewer changes (two or four less
changes). In the bottom half of Table 1, all pairings of
contour changes used in the present experiment are pre
sented. The prediction here was that subjects who are atten
tionally tracking this level of information will engage in
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but the placement of mistakes within the latter half of the melody
was arranged so that the third mistake occurred after the fourth (or
fifth) tonal group, placing the fourth mistake at the end of the final
tonal group ending a tune (i.e., 3342 and 3351). Since the last mis
take seems to occur "too early" relative to the preceding context,
these conditions should result in negative contrast. Similarly, con
ditions of positive contrast were created by placing the last mis
take at an interval that seemed "too late" in time relative to preced
ing phrases (i.e., 3324 and 3315).

Together, these variations of phrase structure formed a set of 12
pattern pairs, and tunes within a pair were always equivalent in
total duration and total number of beats. As can be seen in Table I,
the standard melody of each pair always confirmed expectancies
about "when" each tonal mistake would occur, including the final
one that ended each melody. The comparison melody for 4 of the
pairs displayed a similar structural arrangement (i.e., null contrast)
or an array that was predicted to result in either positive or nega
tive temporal contrast-this contrast being of a greater magnitude
(i.e., 3315 and 3351) or a lesser one (i.e., 3324 and 3342). Finally,
half of the pattern pairs within each condition displayed standards
and comparisons that either shared the same number or different
numbers of melodic phrases.

Contour Arrangement
Standard and comparison melodies within a given pair could differ

not only in melodic phrase structure, but also in the relative num
ber of contour changes. For each of the seven melodic phrase se
quences described above, four different versions were constructed
that varied in number of contour changes (three, five, seven, or
nine changes), thus yielding a total of 28 experimental melodies.
These changes in pitch direction always occurred at the end of cer
tain tonal groups, and, as can be seen in Figure 2, they appeared
irregularly in time to yield an overall contour that was asymmetri
cal in shape.

During the actual presentation of experimental trials, six differ
ent contour pairings occurred for each of the 12 pattern pairs vary
ing in melodic phrase structure. In two of these six pairings, the
comparison contained the same number of contour changes as the
standard did, more changes than the standard did (two or four more
changes), or fewer changes thanthe standard did (two or four fewer
changes). Each of the 12 contour pairings shown in Table I oc
curred six times throughout an entire experimental session, and these
were evenly distributed across the temporal contrast conditions. A
total of 72 experimental trials thus resulted; these were randomized
into two blocks of 36 trials.

Finally, all melodiesdisplayed the same metric and rhythmic struc
ture, namely a repetitive pattern of ~ ;. ~. with the same stimu
lus onset asynchrony for all quarter notes ( ;. = 450 msec), eighth
notes (~ = 225 msec), and dotted quarter notes (~. = 675 msec).
The dotted quarter note served as an agogic accent coinciding with
all tonal mistakes and contour change points, thereby facilitating
the tasks of attentional tracking.

Apparatus
All melodies were constructed and generated with the MIDILAB

software system (Todd, Boltz, & Jones, 1989). During each ex
perimental session, melodies were presented on line by a Yamaha
TX81Z FM tone generator controlled by an ffiM AT computer with
a Roland MPU-401 MIDI interface unit. Sequences of tones were
amplified by a Kenwood KR-A401Oreceiver and played over Koss
Pro 4AAA Plus headphones at a comfortable listening level
(60-65 dB). The timbre for all melodies approximated that of a flute.

Procedure
Recorded instructions informed the subjects of pattern presenta

tion details and task requirements. On each trial, a l-sec warning
tone (C7 pitch) preceded the standard melody of a pair by 2 sec.

Three seconds after the offset of this standard sequence, a compar
ison melody was played. Those subjectstracking higher order phrases
were told that for each melody within a pair, they should listen for
any tonal mistakes-that is, "notes that sound wrong and inappropri
ate to the melody's tonality scheme." They were then told that they
should try to synchronize with these mistakes by pressing a button
on the response console in front of them as quickly as possible.
Those subjects in the contour-tracking condition were asked to press
a button corresponding to any changes in pitch direction within both
melodies of a pair-that is, "when a melody shifts from a rise in
pitch to a fall in pitch or vice versa. " They were also told that all
melodies would contain some tonal mistakes, but that they should
try to ignore them and simply listen for any changes in pitch direc
tion. After tracking their respective levels of structural informa
tion, all subjects were asked to compare the total duration of the
comparison melody relative to its standard. To indicate this judg
ment, they were provided with a response sheet that contained two
horizontal lines for each trial. Subjects were informed that the length
of the top line represented the total duration of the standard melody.
A second line directly underneath but indented halfway relative to
the first line contained values ranging from -50% to 0 to +50%.
Subjects were asked to mark this second line to reflect the relative
total duration of the comparison melody as a proportion of the stan
dard. It was suggested that if the comparison melody seemed much
longer (or shorter) than the first, they might mark values of +40%
to +50% (or -40% to -50%), and that if the comparison seemed
only slightly longer (shorter) than the standard, values of + 10%
to +20% (or -10% to -20%) might be appropriate. A value of
zero in the middle of the scale indicated that the two melodies seemed
equivalent in total duration. Subjects were allowed 5 sec to make
this duration judgment, after which the warning tone recurred for
the next trial.

Subjects were tested in small groups of 2-4 individuals and were
asked to remove their watches during the experimental session. After
receiving six practice trials, subjects were then presented with two
blocks of36 experimental trials, with a brief rest in between. Each
entire experimental session was approximately 45 min in duration.

RESULTS

Separate analyses of variance were conducted for each
mode of selective attending. Each is discussed in tum.

Trackers of Higher Order Phrase Periodicities
In this condition, subjects were asked to track tonal mis

takes marking higher order phrases within paired melo
dies before indicating a relative time judgment. Since
counterbalance order and differences in the relative num
ber ofcontour changes both contributed negligible effects
(F < 1.(0), mean responses were collapsed over these
two variables. The mean duration judgments in Table 2
are therefore presented as a function of temporal contrast
conditions.

The overall analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated
that time estimates did vary with the relative timing of
tonal mistakes [F(2,28) ~ 704.56, MSe = 100.40,
P < .0001). Within the null contrast condition, in which
mistakes recurred with an invariant periodicity, melodies
were not judged significantly different from a value of
zero (representing equivalent relative duration). However,
relative overestimations arose when the final mistake
within a tune occurred later than was expected, thus yield
ing positive temporal contrast. A set of Bonferroni post



Table 2
Mean Duration Judgments for Subjects Tracking

Higher Order Phrase Periodicities Marked by Tonal Mistakes

Phrase
Periodicity Pairings M SD

Positive Contrast

3333-3324 13.96 5.36
3333-3315 21.66 6.64
222222-3324 14.12 5.86
222222-3315 22.81 5.98

Negative Contrast

3333-3342 -13.49 7.56
3333-3351 -4.85 16.91
444-3342 -10.94 8.47
444-3351 -6.01 15.26

Null Contrast

3333-3333 .73 2.95
3333-3333 .87 3.08
222222-3333 1.09 3.49
444-3333 .94 3.81

Note-Values of zero indicate equivalent judged duration; values < 0
indicate the comparison was underestimated relative to the standard;
and values > 0 indicate the comparison was overestimated.

hoe comparisons (Dunn, 1961) confirmed that all judg
ments within this condition were significantly different
from zero (p < .01). Conversely, mistakes oecurring
earlier than was expected created negative temporal con
trast and relative underestimations of judged duration (all
Bonferroni post hoes, p < .01).

Some evidence also suggested that time judgments were
influencedby the magnitude of temporal contrast, although
this interacted with the particular direction of temporal
disparity [F(2,28) = 17.49, MSe = 142.46,p < .0001].
Within the positive contrast conditions of Table 2, notice
that final phrase periodicities showing a greater deviation
from their preceding context (i.e., 3315) produced longer
time estimates than did those with less deviation (i.e.,
3324) (p < .01). The negative contrast condition,
however, failed to reveal this magnitude effect and in fact
yielded an opposite pattern of results. Here, final phrase
periodicities showing a greater deviance from the preced
ing context (i.e., 3351) were less underestimated and more
variable (p < .01).

Finally, the overall ANOVA showed no effect for the
relative number of higher order phrases within standard
and comparison melodies. Standards containing three
(i.e., 444) or six tonal mistakes (i.e., 222222) yielded the
same pattern of temporal contrast effects as pairings in
which the standard and comparison both shared the same
number of atonal notes.

Overall, the present set of results supports the idea that
attending directed toward coherent structural relations
produces time estimates dependent on the confirmation/
violation of event-specific expectancies.

Trackers of Lower Order Contour Changes
Mean duration estimates are presented in Table 3 as a

function of the number of relative contour changes within
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standard and comparison melodies. Means are collapsed
over higher order phrase periodicities and counterbalance
order since both factors were nonsignificant (F < 1.(0).

The results here indicate that time judgments seem to
reflect a counting strategy based on the relative number
of contour changes [F(2,28) = 1238.92, MSe = 62.38,
p < .000 1]. Comparison melodies containing more
changes than the standard yielded overestimations of
judged duration, whereas those containing fewer changes
than the standard yielded relative underestimations. A set
of Bonferroni post hoe comparisons confirmed that all
pairings within these conditions differed significantlyfrom
zero, the value ofequivalent judged duration (p < .01).
Melodies sharing the same number of contour changes
were in fact judged to have the same duration.

The overall ANOVA also revealed that the magnitude
of over- and underestimations depended on the magnitude
of difference in contour change [F(2,28) = 54.88, MSe
= 59.15, p < .0001]. Within Table 3, notice that stan
dard and comparison melodies displaying a difference of
four contour changes yielded higher values than those
based on a difference of two changes. This was true for
both conditions of directional change (all Bonferroni post
hoes, p < .01).

DISCUSSION

The results of this experiment support the idea that
different attentional perspectives of the same event can
yield different relative duration judgments. Many natural
events, including music, contain multiple levels of struc
ture nested within a hierarchical arrangement. Some struc
turalleve1s will display predictably recurrent phrase pe
riodicities that support anticipatory attending and the

Table 3
Mean Duration Judgments for Subjects Tracking the Number

of Lower Order Contour Changes
Pairings Based on

the Number of
Contour Changes M SD

Positive Difference

5-9 21.30 9.77
3-7 19.79 8.56
3-5 13.70 7.64
7-9 12.71 6.90

Negative Difference

9-5 -17.66 10.64
7-3 -19.17 7.67
5-3 -10.21 9.96
9-7 -8.65 9.91

Null Difference

3-3 .52 4.18
5-5 .68 3.05
7-7 U5 3.75
9-9 1.25 3.49

Note-Values of zero indicate equivalent judged duration; values < 0
indicate the comparison was underestimated relative to the standard;
and values > 0 indicate the comparison was overestimated.
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generation of event-specific expectancies. Within the same
event, however, other structural levels may display less
predictability over the unfolding time course and thereby
direct attending toward adjacent items. The results ob
tained here suggest that these two different modes of selec
tive attending engage different time-estimation strategies
such that the relative duration of the same event may be
over- or underestimated.

Within the present experiment, the basis for anticipa
tory attending was established through the temporal pat
terning of tonal mistakes within paired melodies. Stan
dard melodies contained mistakes that always recurred
with an invariant periodicity, and expectancies concern
ing the timing of future mistakes could then be carried
over to a comparison melody. The eventual confirmation
or violation of these expectancies, in turn, influenced
judged duration. As illustrated in the null contrast condi
tions, duration judgments were quite accurate when the
final mistake ending a tune coincided with its expected
periodicity. However, biases emerged with temporal con
trasts between an event's actual and expected ending;
endings occurring later than had been expected led to
overestimations of relative duration, whereas endings oc
curring earlier than had been expected produced under
estimations.

These findings generalized across melodic pairs con
taining different patterns of contour change as well as a
different number of higher order phrase periodicities. The
opportunity to base judgments on the relative number of
tonal mistakes did, in fact, exist within the present ex
perimental design. This effectively allowed subjects to use
the strategies prescribed by the contextual change (Block,
1979, 1985, 1989) and storage-size hypotheses (Ornstein,
1969). But this was not the case. Subjects appeared to rely
on the relative timing of mistakes and base their judgments
on the temporal disparity between expected and actual
ending times. Such findings converge with previous re
search reported by Boltz (1985, 1989) and Jones and Boltz
(1989).

Although no evidence for a counting strategy emerged
with attending toward higher order phrase periodicities,
it did appear when attending was directed toward lower
order contour changes. At this level, time estimates
directly reflected the relative number of contour changes
within standard and comparison melodies. These changes
in pitch direction occurred irregularly in time and offered
no structural basis from which to reliably generate ex
pectancies about upcoming future changes. Hence, sub
jects were forced to attend on a note-by-note basis and
use the number of salient change points to infer duration
estimates. This strategy is consistent with other research
in which the number of chunks or changes within rela
tively incoherent events were manipulated and yielded the
finding that experienced duration lengthens with an in
creased amount of information (e.g., Adams, 1977; Block,

·1978; Ornstein, 1969; Schiffman & Bobko, 1974).
An additional finding within the comparative judgment

data deserves mention. It involves the assumption that du-

ration judgments are determined by both the direction and
the amount of contrast between standard and comparison
melodies. This assumption was in fact supported when
subjects were attending to lower order relations. Melodic
pairings showing a greater discrepancy in the relative
number of contour changes (i.e., four changes) produced
greater under- and overestimations of judged duration than
pairings showing less of a discrepancy (i.e., two changes).
However, subjects using an anticipatory mode of attend
ing provided only modest evidence suggesting that the
degree of judgment bias is directly proportional to the
magnitude of temporal contrast. As is indicated in Ta
ble 2, magnitude effects did obtain in the positive con
trast conditions in which comparisons showing greater
contrast in their final phrase periodicity (i.e., 3315) pro
duced greater overestimations than those showing less
contrast (i.e., 3324). But this pattern of results did not
generalize to the negative contrast conditions. Here, pair
ings displaying greater temporal contrast were actually
less underestimated in relative duration. An explanation
for the latter effect is suggested by the higher variability
accompanying these pairings and the fact that some sub
jects (n = 5) reported that the 3351 melody seemed
longer than its standard. This may be due to the relative
timing of the third phrase periodicity (encompassing five
tonal groups), which spans to the near end of the melody.
This significant lengthening relative to preceding phrase
periodicities may have seemed so long to subjects that it
became the more salient contrast used in duration es
timates, as opposed to the last phrase ending a melody.
This suggests that the function relating temporal con
trast to judgment bias may be nonlinear, and the model
offered by Jones and Boltz (1989) in fact allows for this
possibility.

In sum, the overall pattern of results observed here in
dicates that the filled interval effect may be influenced
by different attentional perspectives of the same event.
Anticipatory attending generates expectancies targeted
toward the beginnings and ends of nested periodicities and
elicits time estimates dependent on temporal contrast.
Conversely, attending focused on incoherent structural
relations yields time estimates that reflect counting strate
gies. These two modes of attending appear to be indepen
dent of one another in that variations of relative contour
change exerted no impact on judgments based on temporal
contrast, and vice versa. This created situations in which
the same event could produce relative over- or underes
timations of duration or even judgments of equivalent du
ration, depending on which level of information was selec
tively tracked.

The musical stimuli used .in this experiment displayed
coherent relations at relatively high levels in the struc
tural hierarchy but incoherent ones at the lower level of
contour change. Although this type of arrangement fre
quently occurs in music, it does not exclude other kinds
of structural formats. As noted by Narrnour (1989), lower
level predictability can arise from many sources, includ
ing regularly recurrent changes in contour and interval-



lie progressions. Thus, a listener attending to these lower
order relations is able to generate structurally based ex
pectancies whose confirmation/violation may later affect
relative duration estimates. Similarly, the same melody
may show incoherent relations at higher levels (i.e., un
predictable melodic phrasing), which in tum promote
counting strategies. In sum, the type of time-estimation
strategy used for a given situation does not strictly de
pend on the hierarchical level to which one is attending
but on the degree of predictability at that particular level.

Many factors, both environmental and organismic, can
determine the mode of attendingadopted for a given event.
Incoherent events, as mentioned earlier, encourage lower
order attending because higher order predictability is lack
ing. Thus, the music of a novice pianist or the speech of
a foreigner will typically direct attending toward local
items within the event's time span. Of more interest are
coherent events that allow a perceiver to flexibly shift at
tending from predictably recurrent phrase periodicities to
lower level details.

Here, attending will often be captured by the array of
temporal accents and the higher order level of nontem
poral information that is perceptually highlighted and hi
erarchically outlined. This nontemporal information often
appears to be the structural level that embodies the primary
meaning or "gist" of an event. In speech, for example,
primary accents mark grammatical phrase boundaries
(Butterworth, 1975; Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Grosjean
et al., 1979) and high-content words, whereas in be
havioral schemes, reductions in rate and amplitude of
movement mark the beginnings and ends of constituent
action units (Stetson, 1905; Todd, 1985). Analyses of mu
sical performances reveal similar findings. Numerous
studies have shown that pianists display salient changes
in amplitude, tempo, and tonal prolongation at melodic
phrase boundaries nested within the underlying tonality
scheme (e.g., Clarke, 1982, 1988; Gabrielsson, 1988;
Shaffer, 1981, 1984; Sundberg, 1988; Todd, 1985). Such
findings suggest that the individual producing an event
may rely on a hierarchical motor scheme that temporally
highlights the intended meaning. To a perceiver, it is adap
tive to focus on this higher level of structure, not only
to discern the underlying meaning and organization of the
event, but to generate expectanciesabout the future course
of an event and initiate preparatory responses. This in tum
facilitates interactive behavior and may underlie tum
taking in conversational discourse (Duncan, 1972, 1973)
and the exchange oflead instruments during a concert per
formance (Rasch, 1979, 1988).

Other circumstances, however, may encourage a per
ceiver to lock into lower level details within an event. A
lack of familiarity or perceptualleaming may initially en
courage this mode of attending because the intrinsic or
ganization of the event has not yet been discerned: This
frequently happens, for example, when one hears a new
style of music for the very first time. Attending may also
shift downward because of "attention-grabbing" devia-
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tions at this level (e.g., mistuned notes, speech slurring)
or to derive a subsidiary meaning from the event (e.g.,
determining the speaker's dialect or state of sobriety; the
virtuosity of a musical performance). Finally, it may be
that higher levels of internal arousal shift one's preferred
tempo so that attending is directed downward to relatively
faster moving periodicities of a smaller time span. This
may underlie the time distortions that often accompany
states of high arousal due to stress, stimulant drugs, or
certain moods (Orme, 1969).

In closing, the perspective offered here provides a
framework from which to link event coherence and dy
namic attending modes to time-estimation activities. It in
corporates the strategies suggested by previous models
into an approach that also recognizes a wider range of
natural event structure and the attentional perspectives
they afford. Given that attending modes can be induced
through both internal and environmental factors, this
framework may ultimatelyoffer some applications in other
areas of time-estimation research.
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NOTES

I. The term event has multiple meanings in the psychological litera
ture. From the tradition of psychophysics, event often refers to a singu
lar item (e.g., a note or a word) within a larger sequence. Here, however,
the term refers to an ecologically valid object undergoing change or phys
ical motion (Gibson, 1966, 1979). In this context, then, event refers
to any environmental object or activity (e.g., a melody or a speech ut
terance) that unfolds over a given time span and displays an intrinsic
arrangement of structural relations.

2. Melodic phrases that conform to a strict hierarchical structure are
most commonly found within folk tunes and nursery rhymes. Neverthe
less, melodic phrasing in other genres of music also tends to display
a very lawful arrangement in which subsequent phrases are related to
earlier ones through ratio relations (see, e.g., Baker, 1989; Clarke, 1988;
Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). Thus, even though the strict hierarchical
nesting of structure shown in Figure 1 is somewhat idealized, it illus
trates the general notion that music contains a high degree of predict
ability in which temporal and melodic structure are lawfully related to
one another.

3. The values of next rules are normally indicated in terms of scale
steps so that the relationship between (e.g.) C. and D. would be described
as N+1. However, given that melodies within the present experiment
always contain some atonal notes outside the C major diatonic scale,
rule values referring to scale steps are no longer appropriate. Hence,
the value of next rules was altered to refer to semitone units so that the
relationship between C. and D. is now described as N+>.
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4. The melodies originally constructed for this experiment displayed
more conventional phrase endings marked by tonic triad members (i.e.,
CEG). However, a preliminary pilot study revealed that subjects had
difficulty tracking these types of tonal markers during an ongoing
monitoring task. This is probably due to the intrinsic nature of rule
generated melodies and their relative lack of harmony and interesting
melodic lines. However, rule-generated melodies were deemed neces
sary to the rigorous control of melodic structure required by the present
experimental design. Hence, tonal mistakes were introduced as mar
kers of phrase endings, since listeners reported these to be quite notice
able and easy to detect during an unfolding melody.

5. An exact definition of pairwise temporal contrast for use in com
parative judgment tasks is provided by Jones and Boltz (1989).

6. In the upper portion of Table 2, notice that standard melodies con
taining three tonal mistakes (i.e., phrase periodicities of444) are specific
to conditions of negative temporal contrast, and that standards contain
ing six tonal mistakes (i.e., 222222 phrase periodicity) are unique to
conditions of positive temporal contrast. A more extensive design in
volving pairings of all possible pattern combinations not only would result
in an extraordinary number of experimental trials but also would yield
pairings open to alternative explanations. Within a pairing of444-3324,
for example, the comparison melody might seem longer than its stan
dard because (1) the comparison contains more tonal mistakes marking
phrase periodicities (as in Block, 1979, or Ornstein, 1969) or (2) violation
of expectancies results in positive temporal contrast (as in Jones & Boltz,
1989). Since these types of pairings fail to distinguish among alterna
tive theoretical predictions, they were excluded from the present ex
perimental design.
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